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GO! Split Shapes Beach Pillow 
 
Finished Size: 20" x 20"  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fabrics provided by Dear Stella. 
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Dies Needed: 
GO! Summer Medley (55496) 
GO! Strip Cutter-2-1/2” (2” Finished) (50017 or 55014)  
 
Fabric Requirements: (for one pillow) 

Fabric Color Total Yardage  
 
 
 

Pink Texture 1/4 yard 
Yellow Print 1/4 yard 
Pink Print 1/8 yard 
Rose Floral Print 1/8 yard 
White Texture 1/8 yard 
Green Texture 3/8 yard 
White Background 3/4 yard 
Batting One 24" x 24" piece for pillow front; 

Two 24" x 16" pieces for pillow backs 
Backing (muslin) 1-1/2 yard 
Fusible 1 yard of 17"-wide fusible 
20" pillow form  

Lacey Cutler
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Cutting Directions: 

Fabric 
Color Die Number of Shapes to Cut 

 

Pink 
Texture 

Summer Medley 
(55496) 

Adhere fusible web to 5—2 1/2" x 5", 3—4" x 4 1/4", and 
3—3 1/2" x 2 1/2" rectangles as per manufacturer's 
instructions. Let fused fabric cool. Cut 5 sandals (2 upside 
down), 3 buckets and 3 handles. 

Yellow Print Summer Medley 
(55496) 

Adhere fusible web to 8—2 1/2" x 5" rectangles as per 
manufacturer's instructions. Let fused fabric cool. Cut 8 
shovels. 

Pink Print Summer Medley 
(55496) 

Adhere fusible web to 2—4" x 4 1/4", and 2—3 1/2" x 2 1/2" 
rectangles as per manufacturer's instructions. Let fused 
fabric cool. Cut 2 buckets and 2 handles. 

Rose Floral 
Print Rotary Cutter Cut 1 strip, 3-1/2" x WOF. Sub-cut 1 background rectangle, 

3-1/2" x 20-1/2". 

White 
Texture Rotary Cutter Cut 1 strip, 3-1/2" x WOF. Sub-cut 1 background rectangle, 

3-1/2" x 20-1/2". 

Green 
Texture 

Summer Medley 
(55496) 

Cut: 
1 strip, 3-1/2" x WOF. Sub-cut 1 background rectangle, 3-
1/2" x 20-1/2", and 2—piping strips, 1" x 20-1/2". 
1 strip, 2 1/2" x WOF. Sub-cut 2 strips, 2-1/2" x 20-1/2" for 
pillow back binding. 
Apply fusible to a 5—2" x 2-1/4" rectangles. Sub-cut 5—
sandal uppers. 

White 
Background  Rotary Cutter 

Cut: 
1 strip, 6" x WOF. Sub-cut 2 rectangles, 6" x 20 1/2", for 
pillow front. 
1 strip, 12 1/2" x WOF. Sub-cut 2 pillow backs, 12 1/2" x 20 
1/2".  

Muslin 
Backing Rotary Cutter Cut 1 square, 24" x 24" for pillow front, and 2 rectangles, 

24" x 16" for pillow back. 
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Sewing Directions: 
Press all seams open and use ¼" seams, unless otherwise indicated. 

Make the Pillow Top 
1. Referring to the pillow photo, arrange the fusible-backed 

appliqué pieces on the appropriate 3-1/2" x 20-1/2" 
background rectangles. Note that some of the appliqués 
will fall beyond the outer edge of the background 
rectangle, and that the sandal uppers are layered on top 
of the sandal base. Follow the fusible manufacturer's 
instructions to adhere the appliqués to the background 
rectangles. Let the fused fabric cool completely. 

2. Using a zigzag or other decorative stitch, sew around 
the edges of the appliqués with matching thread. Trim 
the appliqués even with the outer edge of the 
background rectangles.  

3. Referring to the pillow photo, arrange the three 
rectangles in a single row. Join the rectangles along 
adjacent long edges. Press. 

4. Fold the piping strips lengthwise, with wrong sides 
together. Matching raw edges, pin the piping strips to the 
long outer edges of the joined rectangles.  

5. Join one 6" x 20-1/2" white pillow front rectangle to each 
long edge of the joined rectangles, catching the raw 
edges of the piping strips in the seams. 

6. Layer the pillow front batting between the fused pillow 
front and the pillow top backing, with the wrong sides of 
the pillow front and the backing facing the batting. Pin or 
baste the layers together. Quilt as desired. In the sample 
pillow, wavy horizontal lines were quilted to add a wave-
like motion to the design. Trim the batting and backing 
even with the pillow top. 

7. Layer one pillow back batting between one pillow back 
and backing, with the wrong sides of the back and the 
backing facing the batting. Pin or baste the layers 
together. Quilt as desired. Trim the batting and backing 
even with the pillow back. Repeat with the remaining 
back pieces to make a second pillow back. 
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8. Use your favorite binding method to bind one long edge 
of each pillow back piece from step 7. Trim the binding 
even with the side edges of each pillow back piece. 

9. Place the pillow top and pillow back pieces right sides 
together, aligning the outer edges of the pillow back 
pieces with the outer edges of the pillow top. The bound 
edges of the pillow back pieces should overlap in the 
middle of the pillow back, with the lower pillow back on 
top. Pin, then sew along the perimeter of the pillow, 
using a 1/4" seam allowance. Stitch again, 1/8" from the 
outer edge of the pillow. 

10. Turn the pillow cover right side out and insert the pillow 
form through the back opening. 

 

  


